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The essentials 
for an inspirational 
workday

Kalidro is an all-in-one workstation for 

the essential demands of today’s office. 

It has the features you need to manage 

your tasks. It keeps your workspace 

– and your mind – completely clear to 

concentrate on what you need to do.

Kalidro is easy to set up thanks to intuitive 

features like height adjustment and smart 

cable management. That means it can be 

configured exactly to needs so users are 

comfortable and productive all day.

While Kalidro inspires your day at work, 

others will be inspired by Kalidro’s good 

looks. Kalidro is beautiful to look at, with a 

simplicity of design that is pure elegance.

C4453  |  KALIDRO DESK (WY/ZW), PARTITO SCREEN, WORKTOOLS, REPLY TASK CHAIR (AT11)
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Multiple applications

Elegant and understated, Kalidro enables you to build a 

desk that works for your style as well as your activity, 

from individual to team work.

ON YOUR OWN 

Kalidro’s accessories and adjustable height settings 

make it the perfect individual workstation. It takes a 

matter of moments to select the setup that’s most 

comfortable and convenient for your work style.

MEETING

Put together two or more Kalidros to add 
a touch of freshness to your meeting 
room and a dash of inspiration to your 
meetings.

CALL CENTRE 

Kalidro’s versatility also allows you to 
plan a private space using screens. It’s 
an easy way to create a separate zone 
for individual acoustics such as manning 
a call centre. 

WITH OTHERS

Kalidro’s many shapes and configuration 
options allow you to organise your 
workspace according to the needs 
of your team.

Castors on the legs take away the hard 
work when you need to reshuffle for 
impromptu meetings throughout the day.

C7542  |  KALIDRO DESK (ZW/AT), DIVISIO SIDE SCREEN, PARTITO SCREEN, 1+1 MOBILE CADDY, DASH LAMP, AMIA TASK CHAIR 
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Which Kalidro answers 
your needs?

It’s effortless to build the Kalidro that works for you because it’s so 

simple to set up and easy to adjust. With so many options to choose 

from, there’s bound to be a configuration that suits both your work 

style and your sense of style.

Modesty panel Partito screen with Orga-Rail and 
1+1 Organisation tools

CPU Holder

Adjustment tool (in option)

Easy to assemble

Pedestal bumper

Leg height markers

Leg screw

Castors (maximum 2 castors per 
desk) D0663 | KALIDRO DESK (AT/210 GRAPHITE), PLEASE CHAIR (AT01)
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Cable management 
that works for you

Cable management is important. A wire-free workstation 

not only creates more space, it improves your productivity 

because there’s nothing to get in the way of your workflow. 

That’s why no matter what you ask of cable management, 

Kalidro has the answer.

Kalidro provides also convenient access to power at desk 

level, which means you don’t have to search around or 

bend down to get connected. 

Cable tray for heavy cable needs.

Simple cable carriers under desktop for 
minimal cable needs.

Cable clips, translucent plastic, attached 
to leg to run wires to the ground.

Cable outlet small. 

Cable outlet large, only in conjunction 
with cable tray. 

Integrated top access.
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 MG Merle

 210 Graphite

 SL Platinium metallic

 320 Metallic aluminium

 WM Arctic White

 AT Acacia

 ET Natural Maple

 WY Snow White

Surface materials (shown in brochure):

SURFACE MATERIALS

PAINT DECOR

Colours are representative and may vary slightly from actual material.

99% theoretically recyclable by weight. 
100% theoretically recyclable cardboard and LDPE film for packaging. 
Quick and easy disassembly. 
Plastic parts clearly labelled for easy sorting and effective recycling. 
Designed to ensure responsible end of use strategies - refurbishing, 
charitable donation or recycling.

Designed for a long product life, with replaceable parts. 
Materials meet stringent health and indoor air quality criteria. 
Maintenance information available upon request.

Made in Europe, close to customers. 
Minimised packaging to keep transport volumes as low as possible and 
improve filling rates.

Made by Steelcase in Rosenheim (Germany).  
Uses powder-coat paints: VOC-free and free of heavy metals.

34% recycled materials, by weight. 
Wood from European sustainably managed forests. 
Low formaldehyde emissions of wood based panels according to ISO 
16000 (<20µg/m3). 
55% recycled cardboard packaging that uses water-based inks without 
solvents. 
Product is PVC-free.

MATERIALS

PRODUCTION

TRANSPORT

USE

END OF LIFE

LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT

During our products development process 
we consider each stage of the life cycle: from 
materials extraction, production, transport, use 
and reuse, until the end of its life.

Thanks to the Life Cycle Assessment 
(LCA) method, Steelcase quantified Kalidro  
environmental impacts to set the stage for further 
improvements. 

This method, based on ISO 14040 and 14044 and 
selected by The European Union for environmental 
evaluation, allows us to quantify the environmental 
impact of our products throughout their whole 
lifecycle.

PRODUCT

MATERIALS

PLANTS

FIND OUT MORE

Environmental Product Declaration

Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification

Blauer Engel 

Sustainability related actions and results are annually communicated 
in the Steelcase Corporate Sustainability Report. More environmental 
details available upon request.

EMAS - European Eco-Management and Audit Scheme

ISO 14001 - Environmental management system

CERTIFICATIONS 

To show continuous improvements, we communicate Kalidro 
environmental performance through voluntary environmental 
labels and declarations. Sustainability related actions and 
results are communicated in the annual Steelcase Corporate 
Responsibility report.

DESIGNING FOR THE ENVIRONMENT REQUIRES INNOVATIVE THINKING AND SOLUTIONS. 

SUSTAINABILITY

Low concentration of formaldehyde in wood


